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no currently we do not give user strike if content is taken down

via CYC.

franck

Thank you

Ken

Forwarded message --

From Jamie Byrne cjbyrne@youtube.com cmailtojbyrneyoutube.com

Date Mar12 2007 732 AM
Subject Re CBS March Madness Warner

To David King dgking@google.com .cmailtodgking@google.com

Cc Ken Motoyama kenm@google.com cmailtokenm@google.com Aiwin

Chi alwingoogle.com mailtoalwin@google.com Matthew Liu

matthew@youtube.com cmailtomatthew@youtube.corn Shiva Rajaraman

shivar@google.com cmailtoshivar@google.com Kenji Arai

kenji@google.com mailtokenji cgoogle.com

Ah good point.

Actually -- think we can get around the communications part can we

change the removed display message -- BUT --will the users receive

strikes

That is the bigger issue. If we encourage upload and then strike them

two weeks later that will be problematic.

Jamie

David King wrote

The claim database will allow us to get back to the list of claimed

USC videos in the same way it leads us to their licensed videos. The

only part Im worried about is messaging what is going on to users.

On the one hand we want them to upload their favorite clips and on

the other well end up de-publishing them few weeks later without

explaining why. This could cause some real confusion for our users.

Perhaps we can somewhat mitigate this by sending users an explanatory

email or messaging it on their account page.

Jamie Byrne wrote

think by Web -- but we can confirm with them.

They will just terminate the account -- that will take down all the

uploaded clips.

Would be good if the CYC tool made it easy to take down claimed clips

too.

Jamie

Ken Motoyania wrote

Hi David
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Please see questions/comments below in bold

On 3/9/07 David King cdgking@googlecom

madto dgking@google corn
mailto dgking@google corn mailto dgking@googie corn wrote

Alwin

just spoke with Jarnie and we are little concerned about

leaving off

the CBS demo until Thursday as that is the day March Madness

begins and

content to

make money We are confident that the thousands of hkely user

uploads

will dnve much more traffic than the clips uploaded by CBS

directly.

Will CBS be uploading the March Madness clips via the web or $FTP

Please note that CBS should be using their specific NCAA tourney

login

for fit type of claiming allowing us to take this content down

within

weeks of the end of the tournament when their rights expire.

We probably want to push the onus on CBS to take down their content

in timely fashion The bigger issue is how will we takedown all

UGC that they claim which assume needs to be done as well

In one of the smails it sounded like CBS can do Wednesday Lets

push

for that instead.

Kenji can you help with this

Thanks

David

Aiwin Chi wrote

Hi David

ra

believe Kenji has been working on setting up the call with

Rebecca

Borden on GYC next Thursday just sync ed up with Ken

and it

sounds

CS has exclusive rights to tne tournament our goal is to getCSSto
start dairning as much as possible as soon as posable We want

them

to claim this content because we can only monetize content that

has bean

claimed Of course CBS is also dependent on daiming the
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like this is the same discussion. Let touch base next Tue/Wed

before

we have this call and decide to drive this conversation with

sounds like we are talking to quite few executives and

lawyers on

this upcoming call.

Regards

Aiwin

On 3/9/07 David King dgking@google.com

mailtodgking @google.com
-mailto dgking@google.com rnailtodgking@google.corn

mailto dgking@google.com cmailtodgking@google.com

cmailtodgking @google. corn crnailto dgking@google.com wrote

Thanks for the heads up. Aiwin is the TAM on CBS so Ill

work

with him

on gethng demo out early next week.

Alwin can you please reach out to CBS and sot up

training

time

Tuesday would be ideal. Please invite me along and

Ill do

the demo
with you. Ken just setup well run Webex demo today with

NBA-Id

suggest we do the same thing with CBS. Im sure Ken

will be

happy to

help you set that up if you havent done it that way

before.

Thardcs

dk

Jamie Byrne wrote

On the phone it sounds like they are not totally bought

offon

CYCand

seem confused about legal terms around it.

Would be good to get appropriate folks trained as early

in the

week as

possible.

Tip-off is at 9am on Thursday. Clips will be on the

site by

1200 PST.

Thanks

Jamie
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Matthew Liu wrote

We are giving CBS access to CYC before then. It is

ready. BBC

and NBA

already have access. David when were you planning on

handing over

the login/password CBS will need couple days to get

acquainted

with the tools and trained so sooner is better.

On Mar 2007 at 1246 PM Jamie Byrne wrote

Warner is not involved in the March Madness thing.

However -- we do need to get CBS ready to Claim NCAA
content

via CYC.

The Tournament starts on Thursday.

What our our next steps there

Jamie

Matthew Liu wrote

Hey gis

Yesterday met with Vu in from Warner. He mentioned

that he

heard

some rumors that Warner might be involved in the CBS
March

Madness

campaign was running. This is news to me. Can you

clarity

it this

is or is not the case

Man

Matthew Liu

Product Manager

matthew@youtube.com

cmailtomatthew@youtube.com

cmailtornatthew@youtube.corn mailtomatthew@youtube.com
czmailto niatthew@youtube.com

cmailtomatthew@youtube.coni mailtomattriew@youtube.com

mailtomatthew@youtube.com

crnailtornatthewc@youtube.com cmailtomatthew@youtube.coni

czmailto matthew@youtube.com cmailtomatthew@youtube.coni

cmailtomatthewyoutube.com

mailtomatthew@youtube.com mailto
mailtomatthew@youtube.com
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Regards

Aiwin clii

Technical Account Manager P50 Google

--

Best Regards

Ken Motoyana

Sales Enginoer

Google

--

Best Regards

Ken Motoyama

Sales Engineer

Google
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